The purpose of this paper is to chalk out the criticality of the most important pillar of the Internet of Things (IoT), i.e., Security and Privacy (S&P). IoT has seen its journey from implausible and impossible to sustainable and tenable. Its rate of expansion into various grounds from agriculture to sports; personal health to intelligent traffic detection; waste management to smart homes is astonishing, dramatic, and unforeseen. With such vast adaptability and functionality, its security remains the biggest concern because, in contrast to the traditional networks, IoT faces huge vulnerabilities, some of which are inherent and others explicit. The existing security solutions cannot be implemented in IoT because of its unique characteristics. Therefore, there is a dire need to develop novel security procedures befitting IoT. This paper spots the features that are peculiar to IoT and concurrently analyzes the security threats, and challenges they pose. This work also provides a glimpse of the major IoT implementations with their particular security requirements and challenges. Moreover, this paper critically evaluates the proposed countermeasures to security attacks on different features and why they cannot be used in IoT environments. Also, it is found that most of the security solutions used in IoT devices are inspired by Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN, but the striking differences among the two make them inadequate in IoT. The security requirements and challenges peculiar to various IoT services are also identified. To assist the researchers in remaining up-to-date, we for the first time have thoroughly expressed some of the most famous and practical attacks faced across the world in the recent past, how much damage they caused, how many financial losses were faced, etc. requirement at the design phase itself. Also, the major research conducted in the direction of S&P of IoT mainly tries to adapt the security solutions aimed at Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and internet to IoT [2]. However, on contemplating the inherent features of IoT and its differences from WSN, we come across a glaring reality which says that IoT challenges take another dimension which is a long way from being anything but difficult to defeat with customary solutions. In essence, the contribution of this paper includes:
1. Introduction. Internet of Things (IoT) pilots the automation in an ample number of realms ranging from management of items with trivial importance like thermostats to the management of life-saving medical implants. The application spectrum of IoT runs from monitoring the dampness in crops, to auditing the flow of items through a production line, to remotely observing the patients with interminable illnesses and overseeing their restorative devices. It is to say that the potential application areas of IoT are innumerable and diverse, percolating into all the spheres of individual lives as well as into the enterprises and society as a whole. The European Research Cluster on the Internet of Things (IERC) identifies primal applications of IoT that span numerous domains and describe them as Smart City, Smart Health, Smart Buildings, Smart Transport, and Smart Industry.
As IoT maneuvers past a catchphrase and begins to offer solutions to such a wide range of multi-faceted problems, a clear understanding of 3 of its vital pillars has been achieved [1] a) the foundation of contextual awareness is laid by the blend of sensors and actuators which make the interaction with the environment as well as the transformation of stimulus to data and vice versa possible b) the devices used in IoT are highly constrained in terms of power, bandwidth, processing abilities, memory, and size. Hence in the missions where less latency, consideration to less bandwidth usage and real-time analytics is needed, local edge computing and fog computing become essential c) data exchange between the IoT devices and the local aggregators or cloud happens through low power communication links.
Left out from this picture, and not completely acknowledged yet, is the fourth pillar of IoT: Security and Privacy (S&P) . Given that all the vital elements of IoT-people, processes and things work together just to create more data and to extract profitable and relevant information from that data, then how the S&P is dealt with will decide the destiny of IoT i.e. whether there will be a second round of rapid expansion and escalation of IoT or an extreme downfall and debacle.
Recent breaks in S&P are changing the way businesses view this matter because even the tiny IoT devices that have restricted functionality pose serious dangers to the entire security system of the network when their security is compromised. This is because by connecting everything to the internet, IoT creates a huge attack surface for the rogue players and weak points could easily be targeted and compromised to set off an attack and steal sensitive data. Therefore our approach of looking at IoT should be changed, making S&P a vital meant for defense purposes have to remain deployed in war zones, implying that their batteries cannot be changed now and then and that their power consumption has to be less [2, 3] . The same limitation applies to devices installed in the agricultural and industrial fields. Also, the devices utilized in the genre of robot control systems and automotive vehicle systems need to work under strict deadlines and hence are constrained by time. In essence, it can be said that constrained is one of the basic features of IoT. 4. Pervasive: It is estimated by Cisco that by 2020, every person would be surrounded by an average of 6.58 devices [2] , which makes a humongous approximation of 50 billion IoT devices by 2020. As IoT devices would soon be seen everywhere, human beings would find themselves dependent on these devices just like air and water [3] . The feature of IoT to exist everywhere is referred to as Pervasiveness. Moreover, due to their rapid proliferation, the amount of data that IoT devices produce, send, and use go to the astronomical figures. Let us take the example of a supermarket where every item is Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tagged. The raw RFID data format stands like EPC, Location and Time where EPC is the unique identification that is read by the RFID reader; location marks the place where the reader is positioned, and time represents the time when the reading was performed. To save any raw RFID record, 18 bytes of storage are required. Let us suppose; there are almost 700,000 tagged items present in the supermarket, hence if the supermarket possesses readers that scan the items every second, about 12.6 GB RFID data will be produced per second which makes to a whopping 544 TB in 24 hours [5] . Hence, for managing, analyzing, and mining RFID data, effective methods must be developed. 5. Unattended: Implantable medical sensors, sensors installed in the battle fields, the smart meters, the devices used in agricultural and industrial areas have to perform their functions for long periods after they are installed and because of the nature of their functions, they remain unattended during these periods [3] . 6. Affinity: As the wearable devices and smart home products become commonplace, the privacy issues creep in; IoT devices not only collect the information such as pulse, blood pressure, etc. but also tend to record the environmental conditions like the places you have visited, the temperature of the room, etc. The sensors deployed on the roads to measure the levels of noise can record the conversation of 2 individuals and thus pose a threat to their privacy. Similarly, when people give consent to save their credentials to allow the smart TV to automatically download the content of your choice, a strong security and privacy breach can happen just by hacking onto that TV. This feature is thus named affinity since the IoT users and the devices share a close relationship with each other. 7. Mobility: Many IoT devices can roam from one place to another, e.g., wearable devices move as the individuals move. Similarly, the smart vehicles move from one district to another, collecting road information as they move. As per the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the number of mobile users today in the world stands at a staggering figure of 7.3 billion. It is not possible to manage and support these devices using the old versions of the IP protocol. Hence newer versions like IPv6 over Low Power Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) were developed to support mobility and other constrained features of IoT devices [6] .
3. How IoT differs from WSN. One of the major empowering technologies of IoT is the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [7] . The sensors used in WSN are curbed resource wise [8] as are the end nodes in IoT. Moreover, similar challenges to the design of a security system exist between WSN and IoT. Nonetheless, security issues in WSN are less challenging as compared to those of IoT [9] , and thus, the security solutions applicable to WSN do not fit IoT. This is well explained by the exclusive differences in the targeted applications of the two and their distinctive characteristics as pointed out in Table 3 .1.
• Primarily, the most famous and targeted applications of WSNs include the ones requiring data collection, e.g., surveillance [15] and environmental monitoring [16] . In these systems, the WSN sensors collect data and transmit it using the multi-hop routing protocols [10] to the WSN sinks. This communication is unidirectional; the reverse direction is used only to manage the sensors by sending them the control messages, i.e., the control messages only provide instructions for the sensors and do not control or 
Features
WSN IoT Impact on the physical world [9] Insignificant Significant impact just monitor the surroundings Heterogeneity [9] Made up of homogeneous devices Communications as well as devices are heterogeneous Communication [10] Unidirectional Bidirectional Privacy Expectations [11] Less Very high Scalability [11] Large scale Extremely large Interdependence Not present among applications Applications highly interdependent Mobility [11] Node is said to be mobile only It is said to be mobile not only when it moves inside a sensor network when it moves within the network but also when it moves between various service providers at the network layer Things identification [12] Not required as the main focus of WSN Unique identification is a is the correlative acquisition of data must for establishing communication Internet connection [11] Not necessary, usually connected via A mandatory feature. a wireless connection medium Constraints [13] energy Computational, storage, and energy.
Closeness to the owner
The devices used in WSN do not A very close relationship with share a close bond with the owner the owner is created The Protocol used at physical/ Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) 6LoWPAN perception layer for communication [14] The Protocol used at the network Transmission Control Protocol Datagram Transport Layer Security layer for communication [14] (TCP) (DTLS) The Protocol used at application HyperText Transfer Protocol Constrained Application Protocol layer for communication [14] (HTTP) (CoAP) modify the associated physical world; thereby WSN doesnt have a significant impact on it [9] . On the other hand, there is a strong coupling between the cyber world and the physical world in the IoT systems. As a result, IoT puts a considerably noteworthy impact on the physical world, and hence, it is necessary that the security of the physical system be considered as part of the security design. • The sensors in WSNs, as well as the end nodes in IoT, are constrained of resources; while WSN sensors usually face constraints only in terms of the energy availabilities [13] , the IoT devices suffer from a plethora of such constraints (memory, energy, computability, etc). As such, the device centric security mechanisms (software patches or anti-viruses) cannot be expected to be used in IoT. For example, the storage space required for a mere antivirus exceeds the total RAM of a normal IoT device, e.g., Common touch antivirus demand 128 MB RAM whereas most IoT devices own a single-threaded microcontroller (8051,MSP430, ATMEL series) that has got less than 2 MB RAM. This makes the security of IoT end devices more challenging. Since they cannot support encryption algorithms, frequency hopping communication [17] , anti-viruses, etc. lightweight encryption is employed for IoT devices. • The sensors in WSN are mostly homogenous [9] , but there is a huge factor of heterogeneity involved in IoT as the devices vary in the type of protocols they use, architecture, size, functions, operating systems, etc. This makes it tricky to build a generic security solution for these heterogeneous IoT devices. • Representing one of the peer-peer ad-hoc networks, WSNs are generally designed for one particular application and each WSN remains detached, and works independently of other WSNs [15] . On the other hand, the essence of IoT is that it interconnects multiple domain-specific autonomous systems, including WSNs. • The scalability of IoT is huge, hence to maintain the key management system is difficult. The heterogeneity of devices makes the process even more complex in IoT. The most famous key management scheme used in WSN is the random key distribution [18, 19] . The scheme has enough scalability to support WSN but not good enough to support IoT scalability.
• Moreover, it utilizes a centralized key pool which lacks in IoT, thereby making it extremely difficult to apply random key distribution in IoT. Another famous key distribution mechanism is the polynomial based key pre-distribution [20, 21] but it cannot be applied in IoT because it demands heavy computational overhead and a lot of memory as well. Therefore, new key distribution mechanisms are needed to be built for IoT. • Finally, the data collected by WSN applications is less human-related as compared to the data collected by IoT applications. Therefore, on analysis of the data transmitted by the IoT devices, personal information of people can be deduced, making privacy a huge concern. Hence, we can conclude that the Security and Privacy issues and requirements in IoT are much higher than those of WSNs and thus the security solutions meant for WSNs cannot be adapted in the environment of IoT.
4.
IoT applications with their security requirements and challenges. In this section, we illustrate five important IoT applications identified by IERC and highlight the services, particular security requirements, and challenges of each application. This section brings into highlight the vast services offered by IoT but also hints towards the major security and privacy hurdle that comes along with this comfort and ease.
Smart City.
While there remains a conflict on any single definition of a smart city [22, 23] , its common contemporary understanding brings us to the following Smart City features: Smart Energy, Smart Mobility, Smart Healthcare, Smart Economy, Smart Homes, Smart Information Communication and Technology (ICT), Smart Infrastructure, Smart Citizen and Smart Governance. The central motivation for the building of smart cities is to raise the quality of living of its citizens. In simplest terms, the smart city can be described as a city planning approach that banks significantly on Information and Communication Technology (ICT) to monitor and subsequently integrate and optimize the conditions and usage of citys lifelines like roads, bridges, tunnels, railway lines, seaports, airports, electricity, water, communication , etc. and an approach that effectively plans their management.
By keeping an eye on all the major systems, better decisions could be expected from the colossal streams of enormous data. For example, when home appliances like refrigerators, and washing machines are controlled by IoT, better energy management is obtained. Also, when the trees, plants, air, and the environment get monitored in a non-obstructive manner, optimal quality work environment could be expected. Cities keep on attracting new people, and by 2030, the UN assesses that more than 60 percent of the worldwide populace is assumed to live in huge cities [24] . With almost 38 million individuals, Tokyo stands at the pinnacle of most crowded cities of the world taken after by Delhi, Shanghai, Mexico City, Sao Paulo, and Mumbai. The results and difficulties for such huge increment in populace on the city assets and administrations are more than self-evident. The only feasible solution is to stand up to this issue by creating strategies to lessen the asset utilization of the city in a savvy and clever way. 1. Extreme Heterogeneity: In the form of huge number of different sensors deployed in the city which are brought together in a single smart city eco-system [2] . Developing a generic security procedure here is challenging. 2. Scalability: Since there is a multitude of available devices, attack surface is also huge. Therefore, it is exposed to all the threats & challenges posed by these features, which are described in detail in section 5.
Smart
Health. Today a significant rise in the proportions of aging populace is witnessed. As such, IoT Health monitoring Systems (HMS) have been developed to provide a feasible contrasting option for dealing with healthcare instead of traditional approaches. The intent of HMS is to provide cheap remote healthcare to people who need it, thus maintaining their independence as well as avoiding hectic and skyrocketing costly interactions with healthcare institutions. Apart from HMS, other services [25] of smart health include:
• Activity of Daily Living (ADL): Grooming activities like brushing teeth, face washing, making hair, eating, dressing, sleeping, toileting, etc. As per the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) [26] there would be more than 2 billion people all around the world who will be aged more than 60 by the year 2050. Also, World Health Organization (WHO) says that by 2035, the world would be 12.9 million short of healthcare personnel [27] . Age itself becomes a significant criterion of risk for developing chronic diseases like dementia, alziemers, diabetes, cardiac problems, osteoarthritis, etc. [25] . Also, the aged people may face an elevated danger of falling and sustaining hip fractures [28] . However, there are not enough resources available to deal with this type of sensitive care [29, 30] . As such, it is very important to have smart healthcare development. Nonetheless, smart health environment provides benefits; it also suffers from various challenges.
Security requirements and challenges.
Given the medical implants usually remain unattended for long durations, the S&P requirements and challenges [31] in the light of IoT intrinsic features are summarized below in figure 4.3. The holistic impact of these challenges would be visualized in the next section when the threats/challenges raised by each of the feature are studied in detail.
Smart Building.
One of the major building blocks of a smart city, a Smart Building is the one in which all the service systems are controlled automatically and are integrated with each other, working cooperatively in order to optimize the utilization of resources and boost the savings of vested money and operating costs, flexibility and performance [32, 33] .
With the advancements in the technology, smart buildings were induced with the ability to self-learn, change, and adjust their performance as per the requirements of the environment, organization or an individual [34] . The vision of connecting various things to the internet is brought into practice with the use of various applications that offer remote monitoring and control of these devices. But regardless of the presence of smart buildings and smart technologies for quite some time now, their prevalence is not widespread and hence, their potential is not fully tapped. This is because there are still a lot of hurdles that exist in the way to the exact realization of smart buildings. 2. Context Awareness: If a thing moves to a new location or its environment/context changes, the SH system must be able to both detect as well as react to it. Making of such an adaptable security solution is challenging. 3. Usability: The easy to use and easy to learn feature must be there in the SH system. Designing a simplistic security posture is challenging. 4. Internet Theft: Stealing private photos from clouds, video content from IP connected house cameras.
Smart
Transport. The development of Intelligent Transport System (ITS) has paved the way to the creation of smart cars, smart bicycles, smart buses and trains [36] by equipping them with various types of sensors and actuators that include radars, cameras, Global Positioning System (GPS), Event Data Recorders (EDRs), omni-directional antennas, Electronic License Plates, Electronic Chassis Numbers, etc. [36] .
With huge number of these autonomous and highly sophisticated vehicles hitting the roads, researchers are considering ways to smarten and tidy up the roads on which they travel. Smart cars on smart roads would offer advantages like notifying drivers about the empty parking slots via their mobile phones, inform cars about the road conditions, weather conditions, traffic awareness services, wildlife movement patterns, etc. The way to getting it going is an IoT system that incorporates sensors (wired/wireless) installed in the roadway and on existing traffic lights.
The vehicles are loaded with On-board Units (OBU) that communicate with other vehicles using Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication and with Road Side Units (RSU) that are installed on the sides of the roads using Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication [36] . The applications in the transport industry incorporate the utilization of smart things to screen and report different parameters starting from pressure in tires to the distance from other vehicles. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has been utilized to aid in streamlining vehicle generation, amplify co-ordination among vehicles, upgrade quality control, and enhance client services [37] .
The use of Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) will conceivably help in avoiding interference with other devices as well as in accomplishing higher bit rates. V2V and V2I communications will essentially progress ITS applications, like vehicle safety applications and traffic management services, and will be completely integrated into the smart transport infrastructure [37] . Smart transport offers a lot of services to ensure efficiency and safety of travel but at the same time suffer from a lot of issues. Figure 4 .5 explains the various aspects of smart transport. 4.4.1. Security requirements and challenges. As already stated above, to achieve various smart transport services, V2V and V2I communications are used, but to secure these communications, several security requirements need to be studied comprehensively [38] . Figure 4 .6 summarizes the various security requirements and challenges that are faced in the realm of ITS.
Smart Industry.
The manufacturing industry will soon witness a revolution as their mode of production will shift from digital to intelligent [39] . This is attributed to the fast improvement of electric and electronic innovations, the manufacturing technology and information technology [40] . To become the best players in the smart industry development, a lot of industrialized nations are profoundly giving careful attention to the clever manufacturing technology [41] . For example, China Manufacturing Plan [42] , Industry 4.0 Strategy [43] , Europe 2020 Strategy [44] , USA Reindustrialization and Manufacturing reflow Strategy [45] . Some of the most important services of smart industry include water monitoring, transport assessment, manufacturing, retail, electricity monitoring, gas and oil monitoring, worker safety services and location services.
Although an impressive growth is witnessed in enhancing the flexibility, quality, and efficiency of the manufacturing systems, a huge risk in this race to achieve the smartness is that of security which is viewed as being an optional concern instead of a basic part of the procedure of development and deployment.
Security requirements and challenges.
The industry systems are one of the most targeted victims of attackers [46] . The security requirements and challenges particular to smart Industry are highlighted in figure 4.7 and explained below:
1. Confidentiality: Industry data should be known only to its owners and must be hidden from others. Espionage attacks are a commonplace in Industrial IoT (IIoT) as other companies want to know what their contemporaries are up to. Hence, data, code, and system configurations must be secured. 2. Integrity: To prevent accidents in the industrial units, it is very important that the integrity of exchanged data must be maintained. 3. Availability of the system: Denial of Service (DOS) and Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks could be easily launched, but the industry manufacturing systems must always remain in the operational state. 4. Authentication: It is necessary that every part that is involved in the manufacturing process is authen- attacks could be launched easily. Dos attacks compromise the sensors and stop them from sending any data. Such attacks could be launched by either disrupting the communication channel or the routing protocol 7. Scalability: As the number of industry units increase, the probability of attack also increases because the attack space increases. Next section illustrates how the security requirements and challenges actually creep into the various implementations of IoT. The very features of the devices used in these applications make them insecure.
Practical illustrations of Security and Privacy breaches in view of IoT Features.
In this section, the most important as well as famous attacks, threats and challenges are studied in the light of IoT features, i.e., the threats they cause, and the challenges that exist because of their impact. All these features are exhibited by the devices used in the implementations discussed in section 4. Some of the existing solutions from literature are discussed and their critical analysis is presented in this section.
Threats, Challenges and Solutions in Interdependence (Implicit Dependence).
1. Threats caused by Implicit Dependence: There are potentially three inherent security issues linked to the use of IFTTT [47] . a) No consideration to security-related context of IoT end devices b) causing ambiguity by assuming that different applications/services work independently and c) vulnerabilities that arise because of the incomplete specifications provided by the user because of their incompetence to understand the cross-device relationships and their effects. Henceforth, even if the attackers actual target has a strong defense mechanism, it can be compromised because of this feature. E.g., in case of smart buildings/homes, both the smoke detector and sight hound could be active at the same time creating ambiguity for people to decipher whether the lights turned red because of smoke or because of an intruder. Also, in case of the opening window scenario discussed in section 2(a) the hacker neither requires to handle the automatic window control nor the thermometer. S/he just needs to compromise the smart plug connected to the public network and make it switch off the AC. The temperature of the room will automatically increase, and consequently, the windows would open -a dangerous physical security breach [3] . Also, different interdependencies and contexts demand different levels of S&P.
In the case of smart transport, the dependence of vehicles on the information coming from RSUs could become dangerous. If an RSU is hacked for instance and there is a blind corner. A car is speeding in the wrong direction. Now, instead of asking the vehicle coming from the other side to slow down/stop, the hacked RSU tells it to go as it pleases as there are no cars on the other side. The result will be a fatal collision. 2. Challenges: The researchers usually try to protect single devices rather than creating a clear defensive boundary for them. This results in an adverse effect on the security aspect of IoT. It is, however, difficult to define a defensive boundary for them because of their interdependence, which makes it difficult to set a clear set of permission rules for these devices.
ObjectivesTo study the anomalous behavior of cross-device interdependence in IoT.
Device new security policies for differentiating normal behavior from anomalous.
Solutions
The traditional security approaches like anti viruses, software patches would be inefficient in the IoT world because of the implicit dependencies shared by them. Table 5 .1 depicts the various IoT solutions given in diverse fields to deal with issues caused by the interdependence feature of IoT. From the problems, it is concluded that more practical and effective solutions are the need of the hour.
Threats, Challenges and Solutions in Heterogeneity.
1. Threats: IoT security report, 2015 [50] indicates that >90% of IoT devices have hard-coded key vulnerabilities, 94% have web security vulnerabilities in their web interfaces implying that they can be easily attacked by the hackers. Moreover, the protocols used in IoT do not have tough security procedures implying the protocol vulnerabilities could be exploited easily [51] , and since these protocols greatly vary in their semantics, when they work together erroneously, other security threats could arise like Bad Tunnel [52] . The Bad Tunnel attack is launched by persuading the victim to open a URI using a Microsoft edge web browser or internet explorer or to open an office document. Once the victim does 
Domain Studied
Smart Home Interdependence
If there is a fire alarm, open the windows. The rogue player can try to compromise the fire alarm to break into the house.
Advantages
Provides a fresh roadmap to look at the security disaster of IoT in a new light: thinking beyond the traditional approaches of security.
Problems with the
A security posture is defined for every device separately for detecting solution whether the device is acting normally or not. The solution becomes absolutely impractical and complex when the number of devices increases, hence not suitable for IoT.
Yunhan et al. [48] Domain Studied Samsung Smart Things platform. Interdependence
A strong defense mechanism might be present in a smart phone, but when the apps are installed on these phones, people tend to give various permissions to these apps; the interdependence (over-privileged problem)
is then exploited by the hackers to break in and cause damage.
Objectives
To provide a permission system based on context to alleviate the over-privileged problem in appifiedIoT environment. Fine-grained control of application behavior is achieved. Provide the user with important information such as run-time data, procedure control, and data flow of each IoT device and then allow the user to either allow/reject the action.
Advantages
Provides contextual integrity. Is backward compatible and hence can be easily taken up by the present IoT platforms. Flaws like thefts and break-ins in permission systems like smart phones have been identified. Misbehavior by the attackers will be detected very early.
Problems with the
The Final decision is made by the user. So, if he makes a wrong decision solution
and says allow where he should have said deny, the choice is remembered by the system, and the user is not prompted the next time such an attack occurs.
Hence impractical in IoT.
Luca et al. [49] Domain Studied IoT Health.
Interdependence
If a person falls, then the relatives, nurses, and other medical staff would be informed. A fall like situation can arise when a person drops himself on a sofa or lies on a bed (tries to deal with the ambiguity problem).
Objectives
Create an alarm system to deal with sudden ailments and falls of elderly people. Aims to provide the perfect position of individuals (indoor & outdoor), monitor their vitals and activities.
Advantages
An Omission of costly hospital charges for the care of the elderly by the use of wearable technologies.
Problems with the
Consideration to S&P is completely left out. The problems caused by solution the interdependence could be immensely exploited. Via a huge attack space that is available in IoT, an attacker can easily attack the wearable device and create false alarms and false notifications to take medicine in huge quantities, thereby can lead to fatal outcomes. The wearable devices can pose privacy threats as well. A person could be tracked down to his exact location, which could lead to a privacy breach, and at the same time very dangerous. so, the attacker can camouflage like a file server or a local printer, circumvent the explorers sandbox or take the download update of windows, network traffic, and certificate revocation lists under its control and could be launched on all the versions of internet explorer and Microsoft office. The contents of a file are modified in a way to cause the application to start 12.5% [50] erroneous processing thereby displaying horrible results like throwing the application in an unstable state, disclosing confidential information, overwriting the file, etc. [53] .
File Disclosure
The Attacker tries to hack down the entire path of the file and disclose its contents. 4.6% [50] This can be done by eating the cookies or making the web application do something that is not intended [54] .
File Inclusion
Application fabricates a way to executable code utilizing an aggressor 5.7% [50] controlled variable in a way that enables the attacker to control which record/file to execute at run time. SQL Injection SQL statements are infused with malicious lines of code. Executed through 4.9%[50] a web page input, SQL injection can destroy a complete database.
HTTP Response
Refers to the state when an application is not able to decontaminate the input values.
1.4%[50] Splitting
Leads to various other vulnerabilities like cross-site scripting.
Command Injection
If the application is vulnerable, it can be exploited to run arbitrary commands 10.4% [50] as it allows the mischievous cookies, HTTP headers, etc. to pass into the system shell, thereby giving the attacker rights that it dreamt of having. If the attacker is able to insert a single delimiter like ; that marks the end of a command, it can insert its command and get it executed [55] .
Code Injection
Is different from command injection in a way that the attacker needs to insert his/her 1.9% [50] code, which is then executed by the running application. Achievable by the poor data validation approach of applications. It can lead to the loss of integrity, accountability, confidentiality, and availability [56] .
Possible Flow Control
Change the order in which statements execute. Usually done by altering 1.6%[50] the program counter. Unserialize() Unserialize is a function that takes a single serialized parameter 1.3% [50] and transforms it into a PHP value. If the suspicious input is passed to the unserialize, it can result in object instantiation and auto loading, allowing the attacker to exploit it as he wishes [57] .
of the proposed solutions, their advantages, and loopholes. The proposed solutions become practically unsuitable for large scale analysis and have some other flaws which make them incomplete. Also, most of the research is focused on using classical Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) for protecting a diverse range of devices all at the same time. However, heterogeneity of the IoT devices doesnt let it work because the attacks may vary in their character depending on the device they target.
More suitable IDS and IPS systems for IoT devices which exhibit heterogeneity need to be studied further. It is concluded that full-fledged solutions to the problem posed by heterogeneity are currently absent, and more work needs to be done in this direction.
Threats, Challenges and Solutions in Constrained.
1. Threats: Since IoT devices are mostly constrained by resources, storage capacity, battery back-up, and time delay, they are unable to support the necessary defense of the system as well as the network. Memory Management Unit (MMU) is absent in the lightweight IoT devices, hence the functions such as memory isolation, Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) and other types of memory safety procedures cant be installed on these IoT devices [3] . Also, the existing encryption and authentication algorithms are heavy weight requiring huge computing resources. If the devices start utilizing their computational and other resources on performing these heavy weight operations, then they would be left with very little energy and resources to perform their intended operations. As a result, an easy attack space is offered to the mischief makers for compromising these IoT devices.
In fact, many IoT devices communicate with the server without checking its certificate and without any encryption only to save their resources. A man-in-the-middle attack can be launched with ease apart from the interception of communication happening between the two parties. 
Type of
Firmware of 32000 distinct devices.
Heterogeneity
Objectives To perform a static analysis of 32000 firmware images.
Advantages
Found 38 formerly unknown security vulnerabilities. Found that these vulnerabilities were affecting almost 1,40,000 devices on the internet.
Problem with
Suffers from the problems of static analysis: production of false positives because the Solution of generic analysis and false negatives because of much specific analysis packed or obfuscated code, etc. A particular programming language domain is targeted like PHP, C, etc. In reality IoT equipment can contain a mixture of programs written in various languages.
Drew et al. [59]
Type of Different firmware of IoT devices.
Heterogeneity
Objectives To provide a dynamic, complete and sound analysis of firmware programs. To find potential bugs, and security threats.
Advantages
Symbolic execution of firmware programs to investigate their security. Exposed 20 memory safety bugs and one peripheral misuse bug.
Problem with
The Complete analysis can be unmanageable in many firmware programs. the Solution
The techniques employed: state pruning and memory smudging are not enough. Imprecision factors exist among the sources: disparity in the execution of firmware (natively or symbolic execution), false positives and false negatives can arise when the proposed system executes states that are actually never reached in reality.
Zaddach et al. [60]
Type of Different firmware of IoT devices Heterogeneity
Objectives
To perform an elaborate dynamic study of firmware in embedded systems. To evaluate the performance on three real-world security scenarios: vulnerability discovery, hardcoded backdoor detection, and reverse engineering.
Advantages
Performs dynamic analysis of firmware by giving direct memory access to the real device employing an emulator. Firmware relying on absolutely amorphous peripherals could be studied.
Problem with
Unable to imitate all real device actions, it makes use of emulators. the Solution
The need to have an emulator device for any device that is under test puts a heavy fiscal burden. Incurs serious hurdles for large scale analysis.
Daming et al. [61]

Type of
Variety of device firmware.
Heterogeneity Objectives
To assess FIRMADYNE across a huge dataset of 23,035 firmware images for exposing security vulnerabilities. Aimed at the Linux operating system.
Advantages
Enable large scale and dynamic firmware analysis. No emulator required. If the vulnerability is detected, results regarding the necessary actions to be taken are provided. Automatic vulnerability verification is performed.
Problem with
Works only on the LINUX based systems. the Solution Virginia et al. [62] Type of Different Access Control (AC) mechanisms.
Heterogeneity
Objectives To replace the Access Control List (ACL) based AC mechanisms by role-based AC mechanism for the reason that former AC procedures are hard to administer when the count of devices and resources increase.
Advantages
Adds a median layer that functions in assigning privileges to roles and roles to subjects. In this way, the rights do not descend directly to the subjects but come through roles. The effort to manage AC lists is drastically reduced.
Problem with
It requires a hurricane effort when the numbers of roles or resources grow. the Solution Impractical when a lot of domains are covered by AC systems.
OASIS [63]
Type of Different access control mechanisms Heterogeneity Objectives Specifies policies of Attribute based Access Control (ABAC). To support varied data types, name types, path expressions, and objectives for attributes (String, integer, internet-based name, etc.) Provides a system of modularization to accord with complicated policies.
Advantages
Uses attributes of the subject like its location, age, position as well as its environment and resource properties to define access policies thereby eventually cutting on the cost of complex rules, the number of rules and rule changes.
Slashes the processing and data availability needs.
Problem with
Complex to manage. Increased probability of having defect because of heavy the Solution expressiveness of ABAC. Needs a persistent description of subject attributes both within a particular domain as well as across multiple domains. It is not always possible to have a well-defined environment, resource, and attribute description of subjects in the IoT domain.
Sergio et al.[64]
Type of Different access control mechanisms.
Heterogeneity Objectives
To develop an AC system that supports scaling and changing environment needs of the IoT.
Advantages
An easy to use, scalable, feasible, and legible AC mechanism is developed.
Problem with
There is delegation support in which a subject can award another subject the Solution with access rights, and provide it the right to grant further subjects. If one subject gets compromised or is corrupt, malicious subjects get the access rights and the entire systems come under a heavy security threat. X.509 certificates are used. Their management and encryption needs complicate the process and make it complex. The RSA encryption scheme is utilized hence impractical for IoT devices that are constrained of both space and processing capabilities.
Ki-Wook et al. [65]
Type of Different authentication and key management procedures.
Heterogeneity
Objectives Aims to provide a new Authentication and Key Management (AKM) mechanism for constrained IoT devices based on IEEE 802.11 key management and IEEE 802.1X authentication procedures.
Advantages
No need for pre-configured security information between the IoT service domain and access network domain. Reduces the burden of constrained IoT devices for performing AKM by offloading the process to a strong agent. Computation and network cost reduced. Less memory usage.
Problem with
Mutual authentication is performed only once. Only session keys the Solution are exchanged later between the stations and Access points (AP). This can be dangerous in the situation when an authentication users device gets hacked or becomes corrupt.
2.
Challenges: Designing of lightweight security solutions for constrained devices is a challenge.
Solutions and opportunities:
• The author in [66] proposed a lightweight software fault isolation procedure on tiny embedded processors. The disadvantage of [66] however is that the performance overhead for the devices needing multiple address checking searches is huge and hence is not applicable for IoT devices expecting performance in real time. • The author in [67] presents a complete, trusted computing functionality on low-cost embedded systems. However, its implementation requires the changes to be made in the existing hardware of the Microcontroller unit, so it cant be used directly on existing devices. Hence, novel lightweight algorithms need to be designed. • New lightweight encryption algorithms are presented in [68] [69] [70] , and modification in the existing cryptographic algorithm is presented in [71] . Yet, achieving the security of the same level by the lightweight algorithms is different and prone to new security issues. • The Cloud computing comes to rescue [72] for dealing with the above problems as it allows centralized, shared, and scalable computing resources to be used on demand by any individual or organization. The amalgam of IoT and cloud can give strong processing power, huge storage capacity, and resource allocation in a scalable manner and on the fly deployment of applications with insignificant cost [73] . But, regardless of the advantages offered by this mix of IoT and cloud, it cannot be said that the cloud is the panacea of all the IoT issues. Firstly, the resources are centralized, implying the presence of a huge distance between the IoT devices and the cloud resulting in latency and jitter [74] . Also, the physical distance gives rise to the inability of the cloud to access the local context based information like, the state of a local network, mobility pattern of the user, location information of a user, etc. Besides, because of this communication delay, real-time time-constrained applications cannot be accessed by the end users. Hence, there must be a new technological posture to extend the IoT to support time-constrained, location-aware, and mobility supported applications. • The fog computing paradigm offers a way to cover up the gap among IoT devices and remote data centers by offering a distributed computing environment pushing the cloud to the edge devices of the network and thus provide benefits like efficient networking, easy data access, better computation, reduced delay, storage, supporting heterogeneity, scalability, geo-distribution, locality, etc. [75] . However, fog computing suffers from the disadvantage of limited processing and storage capabilities.
Threats, Challenges and Solutions in Pervasiveness.
1. Threats: The MIRAI botnet of the year 2017 involved more than a million IoT devices where the attack traffic surpassed 1 Tbps. The botnet compromises the less secure IoT devices to achieve its goal of DDOS attack rather than computers. It was found by [2] that to launch huge scale DDOS attacks, IoT devices were employed. DDoS-for-hire services have lowered the barriers of entry for criminals to carry out these attacks, in terms of both technical ability and cost [76] .
As IoT penetrates into all the walks of life, i.e., industrial, agricultural, medical, etc. the IoT botnet target would no longer remain the website only, but will shift toward important national infrastructures, thereby causing grave dangers as shown in figure 5.1. Table 5 .4 lists some of the botnet attacks that were launched in the recent past utilizing the multitude of available IoT devices. Also, the insecure configuration of these devices is a considerable threat to deal with. 2. Challenges: Since proper defense mechanisms are absent among the IoT devices, even the installation of an anti-virus is a hard task for them. Therefore, it is tough to detect and prevent IoT botnet in the early stages and thus a challenge.
With the prediction of 50 billion devices by 2010, in addition to the scalability issues, the achievement of improvisation and optimization of IoT services on the internet would both remain a necessity as well as a hurricane challenge in front of the IoT professionals [91] . Moreover, in addition to the specific focus that cloud and fog computing paradigms would demand to increase the network efficiency and capacity, resource management will continue to remain a challenge. 3. Solutions and opportunities: The author in [92] distinguishes the legitimate user from the attacker Hajime is an IoT malware whose most important feature is that it blocks other botnets and has amassed an army of 300,000 compromised devices. [85] . It is hard to impede the Hajime operation because of its peer to peer and hidden botnet operation rather than a centralized one. Hajime has no attack code but only a propagation module. Currently in the benign state. Like Mirai, it brute forces its way into open telnet ports on various devices to compromise them.
Attack purpose
While the botnet is ballooning up in size, its real purpose remains unknown [85] . The compromised devices could be used to launch different types of attacks on loss and various websites ranging from DDOS to executing SQL injection exploits.
other effects
The worm is currently in a no harm state but can block access to 23,7547,5555 and 5358 ports that serve as common entry ports for botnets like Mirai. In April 2018, Hajime was found to extensively scan 8291 ports in the bid to find devices running vulnerable MikroTik router OS and was even trying the Chimay Red HTTP exploit [86] . If it gets through this operation, it will install a new copy of itself on the victim node.
Ransomware
Launch date May 2017.
Attacks
Description In any RDOS attack, the attackers communicate something specific to the owners RDOS threatening about the DDOS assaults on their organizational operations or (Ransom contamination of the operational frameworks with Ransomware except if a particular DDOS,e.g., ransom is paid by a specific due date. The ransom usually ranges from 5-200 bitcoins [88] . WannaCry
The threat messages are often escorted by brief attacks to let the victim organization have a glance at the attackers power [88] . Almost 86 countries faced ransomware attacks from April-June 2017 [89] . One RDOS attack in China lasted for more than 11 days, and almost 47.42% of RDOS attacks were targeted towards China [88] . Attack purpose Motivated by financial gains, attackers here use the trick of extortion for making money. [89] .
Description
A security threat exploiting the vulnerabilities in computers through TCP port 81 and which has compromised almost 120,000 IP based cameras so far. IP cameras become the easiest targets for attacks because they use the universal plug and play protocol (UPnP), which allows them to open up a port and work like a server [89] . Once compromised, the attacker directs the camera to download malicious shell scripts from various sites. After that, Persirai attacks itself, deletes the installation files to hide its presence and runs only in the memory. The compromised camera on receiving the commands from the server automatically attacks other cameras utilizing zero-day vulnerability [89] .
Attack purpose
After gaining control of the cameras, the criminal can launch a DDOS attack on other computers using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) floods. The attacker will provide the ports IP address where it wants to launch the DDOS attack and therefore can target any IP in the world.
Affected
Out of 120,000 IP cameras that are compromised, 30% are from China, companies/ 3% from Italy, 3% from UK, 8% from USA [90] . countries 64.85% of cameras in Japan have been identified to be infected with a backdoor.
Monetary
The Worst feature of Persirai is that the computers from which the command and loss and control for running the malicious bots is executed use the country code of Iran other effects ,i.e., IR. However, this doesnt indicate that the attacker is Iranian [90] . Organizations dont know that their cameras are utilized to launch the DDOS attacks.
based on the type of request that they send. According to [92] a legitimate user may send a request at low frequency and a proper content while as an attacker may send requests at high frequencies and with the same repeating content in all the packets. Yet, the assumption is really basic as the attacker may not always send the requests containing the same old content but may most probably simulate users requests with proper and different contents. Besides, the IDS that are employed in IoT are actually meant for the traditional networks and hence dont work well in the constrained IoT environment. There is a dire need to develop IoT specific IDSs that are designed keeping in view the heterogeneity and the constrained nature of the IoT environment.
Threats, Challenges and Solutions in Unattended.
1. Threats and challenges: It is considerably impossible to monitor the state of these devices via an external interface given the condition in which they are deployed. Also, the functions that these Signalling cost refers to the cost The devices may be Inefficient usage of resources. Signalling Cost [6] incurred in managing the Tsunami sending the signalling Extra stress is put on the of signalling traffic generated by the data on a periodic network. Diminished Quality billions of mobile devices which basis. When that data is of Service (QoS) [96] . operate today [96] . multiplied by the no. of mobile devices, the Signalling traffic reaches staggering heights [96] . Packet Loss [6] Refers to the loss of the packet Network congestion. Decreased QoS before it reaches the destination. It
Weak radio signals. Less Throughput can be calculated by using the Corrupted Hardware. Increased Delay formula: Packet loss= No. of Cyber-attacks, e.g., Black because of the time spent packets lost/ total number of hole attack and other in the retransmission packets [97] .
DDOS attacks [97] . of packets [97] . Handover Latency [6] When a node changes its point of Channel Detection. While the handover is attachment from one network to Authentication. being performed, another, it is called handover. The Process movement. additional delay in time spent in doing so is called the Duplicate Address performing the handover latency. The handover Detection (DAD). mechanism can occur. latency can be calculated by Registration Association. Active connection to the using the formula:
Channel Scanning [98] . network is disrupted Handover Latency = The last packet because of these received from the previous point of handoffs [98] . attachment/first packet received from the current point of attachment [98] . Greater End-End
The time spent from the point the Congestion in the network. Less QOS. Delay [6] packet was put on the channel by Cyber-attacks. Fatal consequences in the source to the time it reaches the case of hard real time destination is called the end-to-end systems. delay. A Very crucial issue for the applications requiring fast response [99, 100] .
Inefficient Energy
Lessening the consumption of energy Devices already have less Device shuts down and Consumption [6] in constrained IoT devices is one of energy. If their energy doesnt perform the the critical challenges faced by the is spent on sending signalling function it is expected IoT community. [101] messages periodically and in to do. retransmitting the packets, the constrained devices would be left with very little energy to perform their intended jobs efficiently.
unattended devices perform are crucial and tempting the potential attackers to attack them. An attacker can re-program a camera, for instance, to send the recorded data to it as well in addition to the actual server.
Solutions and opportunities:
• The author in [93] designed a system called Trust Shadow to make sure that a trusted environment is made available for the devices to execute their security-critical applications. However, it is based on ARM TrustZone technology using ARM-Cortex-A processors and hence doesnt support small IoT devices that employ lightweight processors. • Also, author in [94] proposes a mechanism for remote attestation of devices, however, it involves far greater delay affecting the normal execution of devices.
5.6. Threats, Challenges and Solutions in Affinity. 1. Threats: This feature poses a lot of security threats e.g. [95] indicates how an attacker can infer with confidence if the smart home is currently occupied just by mining the CO2 and smoke sensor data. [103] Description Allows the node to adjust its point of attachment as per its need without having to alter its IP address. Foreign agents are required, i.e., an external agent that performs the mobility function on a nodes behalf in a foreign network.
Packet Reordering
No Mobility Scope & Management Class Global & Host-Based.
Mobility Issue addressed
None [6] 
Other problems
Suffers from the fragility problem, i.e., it gets broken when the node has a single with the protocol home agent (an entity that performs mobility and forwarding functions on behalf of a node in the network to which the node attaches itself in the) beginning and doesnt solve any mobility issue.
Mobile IPv6
Description An Enhanced version of mobile IPv4 with an extra-large address space. Doesnt [104] [105] [106] require any foreign agent. Employs the use of binding cache mechanism to link a mobile nodes home address, i.e., the permanent address of a node present within the home network with its relative care-of address, i.e., the nodes new address in a foreign network.
Packet Reordering Yes Mobility Scope & Management Class
Global & Host Based.
Mobility Issue addressed
Briefly addresses the issues of packet loss, handover latency and end-end delay. [6] Other problems Doesnt solve the issues of high signaling cost and energy consumption. with the protocol Hidden Terminal problems. No way to find the reasons for packet loss.
Includes links that could be utilized only partly.
Hierarchical Mobility
Description Pressure on the speed of handover is witnessed in mobile IPv6 because IPv6 (HMIPv6) [107] of the signalling processes that exist among the mobile node, it's home agent and it's correspondent node ( a node from outside the home network that tries to communicate with a mobile node) HMIPv6 comes as an extension to Mobile IPv6 to improve its performance and reduce the amount of signalling required, by employing a new node called Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) that deals with the delays resulting from signaling.
Packet Reordering
No
Mobility Issue addressed
Briefly addresses the issues of packet loss, handover latency and end-end delay [6] .
Other problems
Cannot address issues like high signaling cost and huge energy consumption. with the protocol Network Mobility
Description Employs the compressed mobility header to deal with the problem of signalling (NEMO) [108] cost. A new node called the mobile router manages mobility services like sending binding updates to home agents etc. instead of the node itself.
Packet Reordering
No Mobility Scope & Management Class Local & Host Based.
Mobility Issue addressed
Signaling cost packet loss, handover latency, and end-end delay addressed to a lesser extent [6] .
Other problems
Doesnt address the issue of energy efficiency Proxy Mobile IPv6
Description It has two important elements that perform all the mobility functions: (PMIPv6) [109, 110] Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and Mobile Access Gateway (MAG).
Packet Reordering
Mobility Issue addressed
Addresses the issues of signaling cost packet loss, handover latency ,and end-end delay to a lesser extent [6] .
Other problems
Doesnt address the issue of energy efficiency.
Sensor Proxy
Description Overcomes the problems of PMIPv6 like it solves the bottleneck Mobile IPv6
,and non-optimized path problems. (SPMIPv6) [ Addresses all the issues briefly [6] .
Other problems
Issues not addressed efficiently.
ClusteredSPMIP
Description The problems in PMIPv6 arise because they use single LMAs (their v6 (CSPMIPv6) [112] load is not distributed). CSPMIPv6 uses clusters of MAGs and each cluster has its unique cluster head which perform all handover and signalling operations implying the load on LMAs getting balanced.
Packet Reordering Yes Mobility Scope & Management Class
Local & Network Based.
Mobility Issue addressed
Addresses all the issues briefly [6] .
Other problems
Overlapping Mobile
Description An extended version of PMIPv6. Covers inter-domain level.
Access Gateway
Utilizes pseudo-code to reduce latency caused by handovers. (OMAG) [113] Packet Reordering Yes Mobility Scope & Management Class Global/Local & Network Based.
Mobility Issue addressed
Addresses the issues of packet loss, handover latency and end-end delay to a lesser extent [6] .
Other problems
Cannot address issues like high signaling cost and huge energy consumption. Constrained Description Designed for low power and lossy networks. Application Protocol Excels in reducing handover latencies, signalling costs and packet loss. (CoAP) [114, 115] Addresses all the issues to a moderate extent. Is better than other protocols [6] .
Best mobility management protocol till date.
Challenges:
To enjoy the services offered by various service providers one needs to share his/her personal information with the company, e.g., to give you the discounts, a vehicle insurance company wants to collect your driving data. Driven by profit, these companies usually store critical personal information with other companies and thus cause the information leak.
The researchers need to focus on developing a proper privacy preserving mechanism. To avoid these problems researches in the direction of privacy at four stages is needed: privacy at the device, privacy at communication, privacy at storage, and privacy at processing. 3. Solutions and opportunities: Data masking and encryption solutions have been proposed to secure sensitive data from leaking, but they suffer from the problem of increasing time delays and reducing the easy availability of original data. Hence, proper and generic privacy protection mechanisms need to be made that may include proper steps to be taken in the phases of data collection, data transit, data usage, data storage and finally data sharing.
Threats, Challenges and Solutions in Mobility.
1. Threats caused by Mobility: Mobile devices utilize volatile, and vulnerable wireless connections to append themselves to the internet. The lossy nature of these links gives rise to many problems like increased rate of error and decreased bandwidth [6] and since mobile devices have the tendency to join more and more networks, it tempts the attackers to push malicious software into them to accelerate the infection of the malicious code quickly. 2. Challenges: This mobility nature raises the need to develop mobility resilient security algorithms for IoT devices. The main challenge posed by the mobility feature is the cross-domain trust and identification. For example, when a mobile IoT device enters a new network, how the network should verify its credentials, and what permissions should it be provided with/limited to. Also, when this mobile device tends to share the data in the new network,several things need to be done, e.g., key negotiation, data confidentiality, data integrity, protection etc. Table 5 .5 illustrates some of the most important challenges related to the mobility feature of the IoT devices. 3. Solutions and opportunities: [102] tries to deal with the problem by making changes in mobile devices configuration as it joins a new network to comply with its new networks needs. However, this doesnt address the root cause of the problem. Moreover, a lot of mobility management protocols have been designed to deal with the issues in mobility. Table 5 .6 gives a view of their description as well as the issues they address. It is found that there is still scope of research in this direction and that mobility issues in IoT need to be taken more seriously.
5.8.
Proposed solutions for the identified threats and challenges. Through the rigorous examination of the solutions given to various security threats and challenges of IoT in the previous sections, we comprehend that security professionals are trying to ease these threats. However, these studies need applicability and are still in the stage of infancy. As such, numerous issues still starve for efficient and IoT acceptable solutions.
In this section we propose some of the solutions (table 5.7) that could be taken up as research opportunities by the scholars, academicians or people of the industry to tackle the security threats and challenges arising from the intrinsic features of IoT devices.
6.
A simple security mechanism for Smart Transport. In this section, we have explored the threats to availability of VANETs that form the basis of ITS. Though the threat on availability exists in all the discussed 
Solution
Description Challenge addressed Context-based Such a system will help to refrain the environment Interdependence: Such a system will solve permission systems and other devices from changing the devices behavior the threats discussed in section 5.1 as even by recording and comparing parameters like procedure if the attacker is successful at executing control flow, data source and devices behavior the misbehavior around the similar periodically.
physical conditions like that of the normal, it is extremely hard to duplicate the exact context information.
Know your IoT
The users need to keep a track of the devices Interdependence, network and the permissions they give out. All the points Pervasiveness, in the network of an individual need to be well secured.
Unattended use cases of IoT, we have chosen to discuss the availability attack on VANETs as they are particularly vulnerable to such attacks given their typical characteristics of high mobility, dynamic topology, and lack of any centralized monitoring entity. The type of availability attack that we have studied here is the black-hole attack in which the offender ruses the sender node into forwarding all its data through it by offering the best and the shortest available route to the destination even if it doesnt even know it. Once it receives the senders traffic, it attacks by dropping the entire data. The thing that makes the black-hole attack more dangerous in smart transport environments is that even the internal and most authentic nodes can launch it, rendering the cryptographic techniques useless.
As such, a technique other than cryptography is required to eliminate these attacks. In this section, we propose the VANET Black-hole Prevention (VBP) algorithm that is explained below.
The implementation of proposed algorithm depends on following points:
• Each time a node (Smart Vehicle) has to send data to another node in the network, it first finds the shortest path to destination node before sending data packets. • Shortest path to destination node is calculated using two special control packets: Route Request Packet (RREQ) and Route Reply Packet (RREP). • RREQ packet is generated and flooded by the source node, and contains the address of source and destination node. • RREP packet is generated by the destination node when it receives RREQ packet. It is appended with the shortest path to source node (which has been calculated during the process of flooding of RREQ packet). It is sent as an acknowledgement to source node. • Each intermediate node on receiving RREQ packet sends an RREP packet to source node if it has the shortest path to destination, otherwise it appends its address to RREQ packet and forwards it to neighbouring nodes. • The source node on receiving RREP packets, extracts shortest path to destination node and uses this path to forward all the packets to destination node. • Since the availability of computing resources at Road Side Unit (RSU) is high as compared to the smart vehicles, the nodes prefer to forward packets to destination via RSU (if it is in between source and destination node). • RSUs not only acts as a high computing node in the smart vehicular network but also monitors the packets exchanged between smart vehicles. • A list is maintained by an RSU: Blacklist(B), which contains the IDs of all those vehicles for which any malicious activity has been reported. Initially this list is empty. The proposed security algorithm is executed by each node when it receives an RREP packet and its detailed working is explained as:
Algorithm:
Step-1: If the non-destination node initially generating an RREP packet, then report it to RSU which will put it in the blacklist (B), and discard the reply.
Step-2: Else if the node sending the RREP packet is already in the RSUs blacklist (B), then simply discard its reply and inform source node to re-initiate route request process.
Step-3: Else accept the RREP packet and forward it to the source node.
6.1. Experimental set-up and Evaluation. Our simulation settings and the parameters are listed in table 6.1. In every simulation, VBP is perfectly able to separate the attacks from the network.
The effect of the black-hole attack on throughput and Packet Delivery Ratios (PDR) are noted in figure 6.1. The attacker nodes have been chosen randomly and a realistic scenario of traffic has been created using SUMO. Figure 6 .1 demonstrates that as the number of attacker nodes increase, the throughput and the PDR parameters decrease by a considerable amount, and touch zero when the number of attacker nodes reach to a value of ten. These figures orchestrate how badly the attacks on availability can affect the VANETs.
After analyzing the effect of black-hole attack, we have applied our VBP algorithm on smart transport network and compared it with two of the most famous malicious node detection techniques namely, Detection of Malicious Vehicle (DMV) [116] and Detection of Malicious Node (DMN) [117] .The comparison charts are displayed in figure 6.2. Figure 6 .2 indicates that with VBP applied on the network, the PDR and throughput remain almost constant and high as compared to DMV and DMN under the influence of attacks. This is for the reason that DMV calculates trust values for each vehicle by assigning the job of verifiers to some other vehicles. All the verifiers work continuously in their clusters which put unrequired pressure on them, leading to wastage of resources. DMN on the other hand, uses some verifiers for the process of trust calculation. DMV and DMN give lesser values of throughput and PDR for the reason that by the time malicious nodes are detected, crucial data packets are already lost. VBP is better as it eliminates the malicious nodes right at the beginning without requiring dropping of essential packets thereby maintaining high PDR and throughput rates.
Conclusion and Future
Work. The features peculiar to IoT devices suggest that they are helpless when it comes to securing themselves. It was observed that even the proposed security mechanisms for alleviating the possible threats suffer from a lot of problems and are not sufficient in the IoT world. Most of these security and privacy solutions are WSN inspired and thus cannot display the same degree of efficacy in IoT.
The classical security solutions are ineffective in todays IoT deployment for so many more reasons. Firstly, because of the constrained nature of the IoT devices, they do not run full-fledged operating systems. In addition, these devices have long lives-ones in which they remain unattended and unsupported by their vendors. Secondly, IoT devices dont get automated software updates because they run long after the vendor stops producing/ supporting them. Thirdly, the prevalent security procedures stem from a static perimeter defense mindset (IDS or firewall at Gateways). Since the behavior of IoT devices and their environments flip, such approaches quickly become ineffective in IoT environments. It is concluded that more effective and practical solutions are needed to address the security issues of IoT, solutions that would not put unnecessary pressure on IoT devices rendering them exhausted for performing their intended functions, solutions that do not come from a static perimeter defense mindset but rather the ones that take into account the heterogeneous, mobile and unattended natures of IoT devices. Talking about the efficacy of the security solution, if the solutions that are already available for networks like WSNs or other ad-hoc networks are employed in IoT, they would not be 100% efficient because as discussed in this article, the features of IoT are very unique. One of the most interesting future research tendencies lies in developing more efficient Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems to deal with the problems of IoT devices. Researchers can also find an opportunity in the creation of secure procedures for remote attestation of unattended IoT devices. There is still a lot of potential in the development of efficient context-based permission systems for dealing with issues arising from implicit dependence and in the creation of a Dynamic Analysis Simulation Platform for covering the heterogeneity in IoT firmware.
